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These Paranormal Tales are all standalone books with complete horror stories for the 

reader — real horror. Some releases will be long, but most will be shorter stories 

written in the traditional style of horror stories of the 20th century with ghosts, ghouls, 

evil spirits and people returning from the grave. Having said that, no setting or subject 

will be out-of-bounds. You might be taken way back in time or sent well into the future, 

perhaps under water or high in outer space. But more likely you’ll find yourself in a 

dark room with all the doors and windows locked... and something standing in the 

shadows, waiting for you to turn your back. 

Important Notice: 

This book, including this sample, is subject to copyright. 

For all copyright information, please refer to the 

relevant pages at the end of this publication. 

  



 

 

Author’s Introduction: Class Reunion. 

The idea for this book came from the most innocuous source—and an obvious one, I suppose. I 
received an email from an old classmate asking if I was interested in attending a reunion of our Grade 
Three primary class. We're talking primary school, right? We're barely toilet-trained. A time in my life 
over forty years ago. Shortly after my Grade Three, our family moved to another town at the other end 
of Australia. Like, you couldn't have shifted to a place more removed and different from my previous 
home. As such, aside from my young age anyway, as kids do I completely lost touch with those Grade 
Three classmates.   

The reunion was driven (I guess) by one of those people who are kind of obsessive about such 
events. You need that sort of enthusiasm to bring everyone together, even though it all seems a bit 
odd. Apparently our teacher of that year, who to me was pretty much a tyrant, became some sort of a 
cult figure in the following years. 

But any reunion certainly was an odd concept for me—which is why I politely declined. I mean really, 
you'd have a gathering of total strangers whose only connection was a long-forgotten classroom and a 
terrifying teacher from four decades ago. Other than that, we'd have nothing in common and it'd 
probably turn into a silly contest about who married who, and comparing salary packages. 

Cynical? Sure, and in contrast my wife has been attending high school reunions for years. But she 
and her friends started that ball rolling almost as the bell for the final class sounded. 

Where my darker imagination turned all this into a ghost story was imagining just who might 
unexpectedly turn up at any reunion, bringing with them some kind of tortured past or unhappy secrets 
to abruptly dump on the other guests who are expecting little more than family snapshots and sponge 
cake. And then came a more simple idea. What if you found out that the old classmate you've just been 
having a slightly strange and uncomfortable conversation with—is long dead? You just didn't know it at 
the time. Someone else tells you later. 

Who, or what, were you talking to? A benign spirit? An angry ghost? Maybe something a lot more 
evil, feeding off the energy of jealousy and envy in the room, and the despair of people who see their 
lives, as they're forced into comparisons by the reunion, as an opportunity sadly lost. 

So I think class reunions would attract a lot more than old sweethearts and schoolyard buddies. 
Ghosts and spirits from the Other Side would want to join in too—perhaps for all the wrong reasons.  

The ghost in my Class Reunion certainly has an axe to grind with his former classmates. They're got 
every reason to be very frightened. 
 

 
 
  



 

 

Class Reunion 

ONE 

The sound of the spade biting into the soil was a sharp, crisp noise. Over and over again as 

the grave was slowly taking shape. Perhaps the clear night air gave everything more clarity. 

Maybe the silence of the plantation, far from any city rumble, better revealed the rasp of 

metal against dirt. Here, deep among the mature pine trees where the sun hardly penetrated, 

the ground was always moist and never baked hard by summer, and it was protected by a 

thick carpet of pine needles. The blade of the shovel cut deep each time, removing a hefty 

lump of earth.  

Something to be grateful for when you’re burying a body. 

Likewise, the moon made a scant impression through the forest canopy and offered little 

light. A tiny torch — the kind used on key rings to illuminate your front door — was hanging 

on a stray sapling and could only create a faint patch of white. It was enough, however, to 

give the corpse’s face a pale, sickly glow. 

The digging went on, an effort that required a grim focus despite the soft surface, and a 

determination not to quit early. To do the job properly.  

Unseen, something flitted between the nearby trees, moving closer, watching. A wraith-

like figure, little more than a wisp of smoke, yet with purpose. A feeling of unease came with 

it. A sense that something had been disturbed and wanted to express its outrage. To voice its 

discontent. 

The digger laboured on unaware, the spade rising and falling, the hole getting bigger. The 

corpse might not be in any hurry for anything in life now, but the night hiding this secret 

wouldn’t last forever.  

  



 

 

TWO 

‘Another damned school reunion,’ Simon Hall sighed, reading the email invitation on his 

laptop. It was a reminder for later that week and a thinly veiled rebuke he hadn’t answered 

earlier. ‘As usual, she just won’t let it go.’ 

Annette Berring was the self-appointed guardian and curator of history for the high school 

graduation class of 2001. She was a caricature of herself, a bustling and ever-enthusiastic 

woman who was never happy unless she was organising something. Simon could easily 

imagine what else Annette got involved in when the high school reunion wasn’t imminent. 

No doubt there would be church fetes — Annette had God firmly on her side — and charity 

fundraisers, probably endless petitions to save crumbling buildings and even, Simon heard, a 

support group for a certain too-conservative politician. When it came to the high school 

reunion Annette got especially wound up for the important years, like the fifth, tenth, and this 

year the fifteenth anniversary of their graduation. She suggested some kind of gathering every 

year and always managed to get a response from the regulars, but when numerology was in 

her favour Annette wouldn’t take no for an answer. 

‘No,’ Simon told the computer screen, but it was a token effort at denying the inevitable.  

Weak morning sunlight poured between the open blinds on his apartment windows and 

through the twin sliding doors to the balcony. His coffee steamed beside the laptop and the 

air conditioner breathed soft heat to defeat the chill start of a clear winter’s day. Beyond the 

glass, downhill in the distance, Sydney Harbour was a deep blue, the ferries cutting bright, 

white wakes in the water as they scurried to and fro.  

The scenery was lost on Simon. He wasn’t afraid to admit he felt devoid of purpose or just 

plain had nothing to do. Coming home did that, he simply needed time to adjust. Outside, a 

small table with an ashtray beckoned. Simon took up smoking in Europe because everyone 

else was doing it and it was cheap, telling himself he’d quit when he returned to Australia, if 

for no other reason that it was an expensive habit back here. The nicotine addiction had dug 

deep and the hoard of packets he’d smuggled in his luggage was diminishing too fast. His 

fingers twitched at the thought of having half a smoke now. He pushed down the urge. He 

was hardly out of bed, for God’s sake.   

The email was personalised. Annette went to that kind of effort and she used lots of 

smiling emoji’s and exclamation marks. She knew that Simon had been overseas for several 

years and while it had been a perfectly good excuse in the past, now that he was back it was 

unthinkable he wouldn’t attend. Everybody was just dying to see him again. 

He hated the idea and at the same time realised it was impossible not to go. Sure, it was a 

pissing contest between the men, every year comparing careers and wives — and no one 

could beat Zachary these days anyway. At least, not about anyone’s professional success. 

There was something more than a bit strange about a gathering of thirty-odd-years-old people 

who had nothing in common except a classroom fifteen years ago, with everyone now 

determined to out-impress each other. However, more than three years travelling through 

Europe and Africa might just give Simon some minor celebrity for once. He did have a few 

small adventures during his travels and, right now, nobody else in his life who might want to 

hear about them.  

That was another uncomfortable thought. Simon really needed to figure out how he went 

so wrong with relationships. 

It made him think of Karen Brooker. Karen was his girlfriend for a while during that last 

high school year, one of his first failed romances. They’d parted amicably with Simon 

confused about her reasons, but with the good sense not to make a fuss and burn any bridges 



 

 

or make a scene. In retrospect that was maybe the worst thing, because it fanned a tiny flame 

of hope in Simon they would get back together. Unrequited love burned a hole in his heart for 

years and even now hadn’t entirely been extinguished. Not that Simon still held strong 

feelings after so long, it was more like a fond memory of an opportunity missed, a puzzle he 

wanted resolved one day. Karen was a supporter of the school reunions, never bringing her 

husband, so that she could flirt madly like she did in school, the welcoming hugs held a 

fraction too long, the closer friends — including Simon — rating a playful kiss on the lips. 

Karen was a stunning teenager fifteen years ago and nothing had changed since. Certainly not 

when Simon last saw her. She was one of those women who hardly aged. Not yet, anyway.  

Simon looked around his flat at the drab photographs on the walls, the collection of dusty 

books, the stack of CDs he rarely played instead of streaming, a hi-fi stereo that was overkill 

for the lounge — and talking of overkill, the games controller that was well-worn and had 

seen too much use. It was slightly dismaying to see so many personal things yet get the 

feeling nobody lived here. Simon had no sense of connection. Some days he was so close to 

pulling out his passport again and getting on another plane. But he couldn’t do that forever. 

Meanwhile, he was marking time, waiting for something to happen. 

‘You need to get out more, so why the hell not?’ he said aloud, sitting forward to type an 

answer. ‘You’ve got nothing better to do.’ 

Simon convinced himself it was a spur-of-the-moment decision. As if there was every 

chance he could have decided not to go. 

  



 

 

THREE 

Because it was a landmark year, although Simon wasn’t sure how “fifteen” rated as 

anything special, the reunion was held at the school itself, inside one of the smaller meeting 

halls. It wasn’t for the first time. If enough enthusiasm for the occasion was generated the 

school rented the hall for a modest fee. Otherwise, between the bigger gatherings, Annette 

dragged everyone to a local restaurant or bar. 

It was a Friday night. Simon sat in his car for a while and watched through rain-speckled 

windows, trying to recognise the dark figures hurrying with hunched shoulders against the 

drizzle towards the doorway. The entrance was too far away to see more, the visitors having 

to negotiate a poorly lit, paved quadrangle from the car park before reaching the hall. Several 

cars had swept in and Simon pretended to be on his phone in case the headlights caught him 

sitting behind the wheel and people wondered why. 

Finally, with a sigh, Simon got out and made his way through the gate. 

Memories flooded over him. The black asphalt had a myriad white lines criss-crossing it, 

the various boundaries for a half-dozen ball games. The wooden benches glistening wet in the 

gloom were still there, and a long set of empty bike racks was like a steel fence. Simon could 

almost feel again the books in his school backpack hauling at his shoulder, smell the sugary 

drinks everyone consumed endlessly, and taste the meagre sandwiches that the canteen sold 

for lunch. The noise of imaginary, chattering students filled his mind. No doubt inside the 

classrooms it was now all computers, wi-fi, and electronic whiteboards. But out here little 

had changed. And it all seemed so long ago. 

Some students were clever, and some couldn’t count the fingers on one hand. Some kids 

were popular and others were the butt of constant teasing and torture. Most were just 

mediocre at everything, and that’s where Simon fitted in. He was neither bullied nor 

favoured. He got by, rarely found himself in trouble, and blended in with the crowd. Of 

course, he was briefly famous in a schoolyard kind of way when he began dating Karen 

Brooker. That got him plenty of envious looks and the unspoken question of, what the hell 

does she see in a guy like him? Not to mention, how far does she let him go? 

Simon couldn’t have answered what she saw in him — or even explained how they fell 

into a teenage affair. Karen never really told Simon. Of course, he wouldn’t have admitted to 

anyone he didn’t get very far at all. 

Just metres from the doorway Simon noticed the pinprick of a cigarette in the shadows and 

he was tempted to join whoever it was and sneak a quick smoke before going inside. A flurry 

of rain came at that moment and the warmth of the hall won out. Simon put on his best smile 

and stepped into the light. 

No surprise, Annette Berring was waiting to greet everyone. Several of her girlfriends, a 

coterie of her old school gang, stood with her. They let out a chorus of “oohs” and “aahs” at 

the sight of Simon as if he was some long-lost friend and enveloped him in careful 

embraces — more inappropriate touching usually came later in the night — and jostled each 

other to peck him on the cheek. As he endured this Simon noticed other small groups were 

watching them and turning away. 

‘You came, Simon. I’m so glad,’ Annette said, beaming. Simon was taken aback at how 

much she’d aged. The dark hair pulled back from her face revealed the beginnings of crow’s 

feet around her eyes, and the make-up was thick as if it had a lot to achieve. Annette had 

gained some weight on her hips and thighs. 

He managed to say, ‘Of course I came. How could I miss it?’ 



 

 

She gave him a sideways look and a sly smile. ‘Yeah ... right, Simon. You just love these 

nights. I wonder why you really come to them?’ 

She was teasing and Simon guessed that Karen was already here somewhere. He didn’t 

take the bait. He said, ‘Fifteen years now, that’s got to be worth making the effort. Hell, as if 

you’d let me get away with not coming.’ 

‘Are you by yourself?’ Annette peered around his shoulder towards the doorway.  

‘It’s not something you’d bring a friend to — unless they went to school here too, 

obviously.’ He avoided the real question. 

‘No, you’re right.’ Annette grabbed his wrists and spread Simon’s arms, looking him up 

and down. ‘So how have you been? Are you all right? You’ve been travelling all over the 

place, I hear.’ She sounded fascinated, but her eyes were already drifting to the entrance, 

anticipating the next arrival. 

‘It’s been an ... interesting few years.’ 

‘Terry Kirk has been overseas too recently, but I can’t remember where. He’d probably 

love to have a chat. Do you remember Terry?’ Now she was dismissing Simon, moving him 

on from the red carpet welcome. This was Annette’s time to shine and she couldn’t spend too 

long with each new guest. 

‘Terry ...’ Simon screwed his face up momentarily. This was one of the things he hated 

about the reunions. Simon had a bad memory for faces and names at the best of times. Many 

of his old classmates he couldn’t recall at all. 

‘He’s over at the bar, see him?’ 

‘Oh, right,’ Simon lied. ‘I’ll go and say hello.’ 

‘We’ll catch up properly later,’ Annette said, giving him another kiss on the cheek. 

‘Sure, I’ll look forward to it.’ 

The hall was surprisingly full, almost crowded, considering the amount of cars outside. 

Simon figured that plenty of people were opting for drinking their way through the festivities 

and taxis were going to do okay later on. Still, he was puzzled at just how many guests were 

there. Walking slowly towards the makeshift bar, hoping to catch a glimpse of Karen’s 

unmistakeable blonde hair among the press of bodies, Simon examined the bunting, flags and 

posters hanging everywhere. He realised this evening’s celebration was also the tenth 

anniversary for the class of 2006 and a commemoration of the school’s basketball teams 

winning all three championships in the same year. 

‘You sneaky bitch,’ Simon murmured good-naturedly. Annette hadn’t mentioned sharing 

the limelight with anyone. It appeared as if she’d organised a huge gathering all on her own. 

But it gave the place a good vibe and avoided the usual twenty or so classmates and their 

partners standing around awkwardly, waiting for the alcohol to loosen things up. It explained 

the people at the doorway who’d turned away — he wasn’t a part of their group. On the 

downside, the speeches would probably take forever. Simon grimaced at the thought. It 

would be his cue to creep outside with a beer and have that smoke.  

Against one wall a huddle of people surrounded someone and Simon watched carefully. It 

was the kind of attention that Karen might attract. Then he saw the central figure was Thomas 

Carnaby. Carnaby had been elected to state parliament and was a relatively unknown back-

bencher, but apparently he was still important enough to earn extra attention and, no doubt, a 

multitude of opinions about all things political. Between the press of bodies Simon glimpsed 

a slightly strained expression on Carnaby’s face and almost felt sorry for him. Carnaby was 

probably hoping to escape his official responsibilities for the evening. 

A voice mocked him from somewhere behind. ‘Well, look who’s here. The intrepid 

explorer has returned to us from deepest, darkest Africa. It looks like your head’s been 

shrunk by some pygmies. Have you seen a doctor?’ 



 

 

Simon was already smiling as he turned around, his hand reaching to shake his friend’s. 

‘Zachary? You haven’t been thrown in jail for fraud yet? The tax man hasn’t caught up with 

you?’ 

With a broad grin Zachary Treadmont shook Simon’s hand only briefly, instead throwing 

an arm over his shoulder and drawing him into an embrace. ‘Now, now, Simon. We can’t 

have any foul language in here. Don’t even utter that filthy word tax again. You’ll upset 

everyone.’ He stepped back and lowered his voice, looking a little serious. ‘Please, 

everyone’s calling me Zach these days. It’s more cool, and I like it.’ He made cool quotation 

marks in the air with his fingers. 

‘I’ve been away three years and suddenly you’re cool?’ 

‘I was always cool, just not always called Zach.’ 

‘Right, I forgot ... I think.’ 

The truth was very different. Zach had been an outsider in high school. The epitome of 

nerdy with thick-rimmed glasses, shy, and an over-achiever with no social skills whatsoever, 

he was definitely, completely inept at surviving schoolyard politics. Simon had been paired 

with him for a science project and discovered a dry humour, and a knack for observing 

everyone else with a cutting honesty. Even the teachers were exposed under Zach’s quiet 

appraisal. Simon was surprised to find he liked him and invited Zach into his circle of 

friends. 

Since leaving school Zachary Treadmont had made a lot of money and transformed into a 

suave, successful businessman. He had fingers in many pies, and if you were to ask him, 

Zach was vague about exactly what he did. It was just financial stuff. He’d kept in touch with 

his high school friends, and it was Zach’s casual, throw-away comment about some stock 

market shares that “might be okay” which allowed Simon to have an apartment overlooking 

the harbour, and to travel for three years without a job. 

Simon had always been meant to hear that financial advice — and it was just for him. 

Zach repaid favours, including being rescued from a lonely schoolyard existence amidst 

hundreds of students. 

Zach demanded, ‘Where’s your drink?’ 

‘Jesus, I only just got here. Give me a chance.’ 

‘Come on, let’s hit the bar.’ Zach jerked a thumb. 

Zach led the way through the crowd. He was heavy-set now, an imposing, confident figure 

that pushed through people like an ice-breaking ship parting the floes. He reached the 

makeshift bar and ordered immediately, ‘An apple martini with a dash of Tabasco sauce, and 

a slice of lime, not lemon. My friend here will have a Black Russian.’ 

The barman, a volunteer from the reunion classmates, blinked and then frowned. ‘You 

want what?’ 

Zach pulled a wry face. ‘Okay, make it two full-strength beers. I refuse to drink that low-

alcohol shit.’  

‘That’s more like it,’ the barman muttered. 

Simon and Zach clinked the bottles together in a salute. The other drinkers pushed and 

jostled against them. Simon said first, ‘Good to see you.’ 

‘The same back. What in God’s name are we doing here?’ 

Simon snorted. ‘Annette is hard to refuse. I don’t know how she does it.’ 

‘Who are all the rest of these idiots?’ Zach asked, unconcerned anyone might hear him. 

Simon explained and Zach grunted in wry approval.  

Zach asked, ‘Who else have you seen?’ 

‘I told you, I only just got here.’ 

‘Karen?’ 

‘No, but I expect she’s here.’ 



 

 

Zach gave him a knowing smile. ‘That’s really why you’re here. Like always. When are 

you going to give up?’ 

Simon hid his irritation. ‘It’s not like that at all. Karen and I were a long time ago now. In 

fact, I wish people would stop saying things like that. It’s getting old.’ 

‘Hmm, still ... make sure you do catch up with her.’ 

‘What’s that supposed to mean?’ 

Zach couldn’t answer, because they were interrupted by several other ex-classmates 

sweeping everyone together to become a noisy group. The conversations became a swirl of 

loud reminiscing and questions of what are you doing now? Simon found himself trying to 

speak to more than one person at the same time and couldn’t ask Zach about Karen Brooker 

again. The music got louder and the hall echoed with raised voices. 

Then Simon saw Karen through the crowd. She was talking to someone younger, probably 

one of the tenth anniversary class, and her eyes were searching for Simon’s with a plea to be 

saved. 

‘Back in a minute,’ Simon said to no one, and broke away before anyone asked why. 

Karen greeted him with well-practised aplomb. ‘Simon, how fantastic to see you. I was 

hoping you’d come. Have you met ... ah, Greg?’ She answered before Simon could say 

anything. ‘I wouldn’t think so, Greg graduated in 2006. One of that mob,’ she flicked a finger 

at some banners. ‘Oh, Greg, I’m sorry — do you mind? Simon’s a very old friend. We’ve got 

a lot of catching up to do.’ 

Greg got the message loud and clear, and offered a resigned smile as he turned away. 

When he was out of hearing Karen dropped the act. ‘Christ, Simon. I’ve been trying to get 

your attention for the last ten minutes. Are you fucking blind?’ 

‘I’ve been talking to Zach — well, sort of. You know how it is.’  

She forgave him with a small shrug, put a hand on his hip and kissed him quickly on the 

lips. ‘All right, I suppose so. It is good to see you. I’d heard you were back in town and 

expected that Annette wasn’t going to let you avoid her clutches.’ 

Simon was trying to disguise the small pleasure from her touch — and the kiss, of course. 

It’s been fifteen years now. Move on, you idiot. 

He said, ‘Her email gave me an offer I couldn’t refuse.’   

‘Who dares say no to Annette?’ Karen leaned backwards and inspected him. ‘You’re 

looking okay. Life is treating you well.’ 

‘You look all right yourself.’ He added the slightest shrug to say he was only being polite, 

making fun of her.  

Her blonde hair fell past her shoulders, a style she’d used forever, but it suited Karen’s 

pixie face. The tight red dress kept no secrets about her perfect figure, and the hem line was 

just the right compromise between being a fraction too high and you’ve got the legs to get 

away with it. Simon doubted he’d rate more than another minute or so alone with Karen 

before someone else butted in. 

She poked him in the ribs, another personal space invasion that didn’t help matters. ‘Don’t 

be a wanker. I spent hours getting ready. Are you here on your own?’  

‘Yes, I’m here on my own. I’m on my own at home too — I’m on my own everywhere.’ 

He smiled to discourage any sympathy. ‘Nothing new, it probably suits me.’ 

‘I don’t know why, there’s nothing wrong with you,’ she gestured at him. ‘Maybe you just 

need one of those make-overs? A new haircut, maybe some clothes?’ 

‘No thanks,’ he said firmly. ‘What about you? You’re here by yourself again? Normally, 

you always are.’ 

She pulled a face. ‘Yes, I’m here alone again. And I’m by myself at home too, just like 

you.’ 



 

 

Simon needed a moment to process that. ‘What? Where’s Phil?’ He congratulated himself 

on pulling her husband’s name from his memory. 

‘We ... separated about six months ago. Things didn’t work out.’ Karen put on a brave 

expression. 

Simon was stunned, not so much by the news, but with being abruptly put in an 

uncomfortable position. These school reunions were about bragging rights, comparing salary 

packages, and sometimes reliving old romances with a hint of, if I had another chance, 

without ever taking things too far. No one was supposed to dump a failed marriage on you 

just like this. Not for ages, and at least not until after a lot more drinking. 

‘I’m sorry to hear that,’ he said. ‘Still no kids?’ He tried not to sound hopeful. 

‘No, no children.’ Karen patted her stomach and looked momentarily disappointed. ‘It 

seems I might have something wrong with the plumbing. I need further tests to be sure, but 

I’m not going to bother for a while now. No need, really.’ She brightened and smiled. 

‘Probably a blessing in disguise, given the situation at home.’ She leaned closer. ‘I’d make a 

terrible single mother, I’m certain of it.’ 

Simon was thinking, you’re full of good news tonight. He said, with a wink that didn’t 

work, ‘You’d drop the poor thing on its head in the first week anyway.’ 

‘See? You know what I mean.’ 

On the stage someone tapped a microphone and mumbled the obligatory, ‘Check, check 

one-two.’ 

‘Oh, damn,’ Karen groaned. ‘We’ve only just met up.’ 

‘What’s happening?’ 

She let out a sigh. ‘It’s the sporting teams. They’re going to hand out lots of silly trophies 

and they asked me to be the hostess, you know?’ She struck a game-show girl pose. ‘Seems 

like everyone’s going to get something, so they wanted somebody who wouldn’t know any of 

the names on the engravings and spoil the surprises.’ 

Simon nodded. ‘Right ... well, maybe we can catch up later?’ 

‘Straight afterwards, if you like. Just stay here. I’ll find you.’ 

Nothing was going to keep Simon there, listening to stupid awards ceremonies. Besides, 

his cigarette packet was burning in his pocket. ‘Actually, I’d like to sneak outside for some 

fresh air, but as soon as I hear them winding things up I’ll come right back here.’ 

‘Outside?’ She frowned and looked suspicious. ‘It’s cold and raining out there.’ 

‘After a year in central Africa I’ll take all the rain I can get. I quite enjoy it.’ 

She didn’t look convinced and pointed at the floor. ‘So I’ll meet you back here?’ 

Simon gave her a Boy Scout’s salute. ‘I promise.’ 

He watched Karen walking towards the stage — every man in the room watched her. A 

small voice inside warned him, but of exactly what, Simon didn’t know. It was more a sense 

that he might make a fool of himself if he didn’t get a good read on things. 

Simon bought another beer, convinced the barman not to open the bottle, and hid it inside 

his jacket pocket as he slipped through the door. No one took any notice of him leaving, their 

attention towards the stage. Outside, it was pitch-black until Simon’s eyesight slowly 

adjusted, but he managed to turn right and head for the shadowed alcove where he’d seen 

someone having a cigarette earlier. Smoking wasn’t allowed on the school grounds, but 

Simon was figuring the event organisers had provided a discreet place with an ashtray. It was 

better to herd the filthy tobacco junkies into one area and clean up the evidence later, than 

have illicit fag-ends all over the place. 

He groped around to find a wall to lean against, turned up the collar of his jacket again the 

chill, and lit up. The flare of the lighter revealed someone sitting on a bench beside him, 

startling Simon. 

‘Jesus — sorry, didn’t see you there.’ 



 

 

The man took a moment to answer. ‘It’s all right, Simon. I didn’t expect you to.’ The 

voice was flat and dull. 

‘What? Hello, who are you ...?’ Simon bent down to study the thin, pale face in the gloom. 

The man drew on his cigarette to provide a tiny, extra red glow. He didn’t attempt to stand up 

or shake Simon’s hand. 

‘I’ll be damned, it’s Bitter, right?’ Simon said, pulling back. ‘I mean, Edward — Edward 

Bitter, isn’t it?’ 

‘Yes, it certainly is,’ Bitter said, now looking at the ground between his feet, his head 

slightly bowed. 

‘Well, I’m surprised to see you here—’ Simon bit off his words, regretting them. 

Edward Bitter had been the class pariah, a sallow and unhappy youth who made no friends 

and had a permanent, sour attitude — the result of living with abusive, alcoholic parents, but 

none of his peers wanted to think that through with any sympathy. In a cruel twist his 

demeanour matched his surname and he became known by his nickname of “Bitter” as well. 

Only the teachers called him Edward on the rare occasions he rated attention, and it usually 

caused some sniggers around the room. A few times, Simon had tried to include Bitter in 

things, but pressure from Simon’s other friends quickly put a stop to that.  

Simon tried to cover his mistake. ‘I mean, I wouldn’t have thought this was your sort of 

thing, a school reunion. Hell, I don’t think it’s even mine,’ he forced a laugh. Simon could 

hardly see Bitter in the darkness, still sitting on the bench, his head down. 

‘I’ve been here before,’ Bitter said. ‘A few years back.’ 

‘Were you? I don’t remember—’ Simon stopped again. ‘It must have been while I was 

away. The first year I was gone, I expect.’ 

‘I suppose it was.’ Bitter dropped his cigarette, ground it out with his shoe, and lit another. 

‘Have you been inside?’ Simon asked. 

‘No, not yet.’ 

‘Not yet? I saw someone smoking here when I arrived. Surely that wasn’t you? You 

haven’t been out here all that time?’ 

Bitter said, ‘I don’t know how long I’ve been out here.’ 

‘Well, it’s a bit ... look, why don’t you come in with me and we’ll say hello to a few 

people together?’ Simon was beginning to feel trapped. The last thing he wanted to do was 

babysit Bitter through awkward reintroductions, but the man was apparently struggling to get 

the courage up. 

‘No,’ Bitter said. ‘I’d prefer to stay out here.’ 

Simon took the beer out of his pocket and opened it, then wished he hadn’t. With the full 

bottle and freshly lit cigarette he had no excuse to make an escape. After a long silence he 

tried, ‘So, what have you been doing with yourself?’ 

‘Nothing,’ Bitter replied. ‘Nothing at all.’ 

‘Oh, okay — lucky you, if you can get away with it. I suppose you’ve been getting by 

somehow?’ 

‘Somehow, yes.’ 

‘Well done, good for you.’ Simon said lamely. He dragged furiously on his cigarette, 

trying to finish it. 

‘You can go, if you like,’ Bitter said, without a trace of resentment. ‘You don’t have to 

worry about keeping me company.’ 

‘What? No, I’m fine ... then again, it is bloody cold out here.’ 

Bitter didn’t answer that.  

Simon took a final draw on his smoke, looked around for somewhere to put it, then with a 

shrug flicked it in a glowing arc out across the yard. He said to Bitter, ‘I’m freezing, I’ve had 



 

 

enough. If you come inside, find me. We’ll have a drink and catch up properly.’ Simon hoped 

he sounded sincere. 

Again, Bitter didn’t reply. Another butt dropped between his feet and was smothered with 

his shoe.  

Simon heard the rasp of a match as he hurried away murmuring a half-hearted farewell 

over his shoulder to Bitter. At the doorway to the hall he paused, considering jamming the 

open beer in his jacket again, then figured he didn’t give a damn and walked straight in. No 

one cared, the awards ceremony was still going on. A few tired groans were starting to greet 

each announcement, the joke of it all becoming stale, and the acceptance speeches weren’t 

funny anymore. Some of the men persisted in wolf-whistling Karen every time she walked on 

the stage and she was ignoring it with a stoic, bright smile. It must have been flattering at 

first, now it was getting annoying too. 

Finding a spot near the back of the hall, Simon kept away from the people pressed towards 

the stage although many were spreading out now and turning back to conversations, 

impatient for the awards to end. He figured on pushing through to meet Karen the moment it 

was all finished. 

The awards hosts finally read the mood of the crowd and rushed through the last 

presentations. The final applause was enthusiastic, acknowledging the damned thing was 

over, and Simon moved to find Karen. Again, he didn’t really expect to meet her because 

surely she would be hijacked by someone else, but she was deflecting offers from all around 

and hooked her arm in his when Simon arrived. 

‘Here he is,’ she told everyone. ‘We’re going to huddle in a dark corner for a while.’ 

The music resumed as Karen guided Simon towards a wall. She plainly had no idea where 

to go. Just anywhere away from everyone. 

‘Are we?’ he asked. 

‘Are we what?’ 

‘Going to huddle in the corner.’ 

‘I have to get off my feet — no, wait a minute. Drinks first.’ She swung him towards the 

bar. It was the kind of silly, comical thing they’d done as teenagers. Simon felt a new pang of 

longing for the past, then told himself again not to expect too much. 

Aware he was drinking too much for someone driving, Simon grabbed another beer 

anyway. Karen bought a premix vodka and lemonade so she didn’t have to nurse a wine 

glass. They spotted some gymnasium mats stacked in a far corner that would serve as 

somewhere to sit down and hurried over before somebody else had the same idea. 

‘Hurray,’ Karen breathed, flopping down. Her dress threatened to ride up her thighs and 

she quickly stopped that, warning Simon with a look. ‘No peeking.’ 

‘Wouldn’t dream of it,’ Simon said. His breath had caught in his throat. He sat next to her 

and they laughed as the mats sagged alarmingly, pushing them together. When they got 

comfortable he said, ‘You were a star up there. On the stage, I mean.’ 

‘Right, thanks — as if you saw any of it,’ she said. 

‘I saw most of it, actually. I was only outside for a few minutes.’ 

Karen gave him a dry look. ‘I know where you’ve been, Simon.’ 

‘Outside, like I said.’ He put on a puzzled smile as if that might deter what was coming 

next. 

‘You’ve been smoking, Simon. You stink of cigarettes. Really? I wouldn’t have thought 

you’d pick up a habit like that.’ 

Simon shrugged and tried to make an excuse. ‘Everyone does it in France and places like 

that. I kind of started smoking by accident. I’m going to quit when I run out.’ 

‘Of course you will. Everyone says that. Phil quit smoking a half-dozen times before I 

seriously read him the riot act.’ 



 

 

The mention of her ex-husband, combined with a sneaking thought that Karen might be 

right about Simon’s lack of willpower, had him searching for a change of subject. ‘Hey, 

guess who I ran into outside? Having a smoke too.’  

She gave him a how would I know look and said, ‘I wouldn’t have a clue, maybe someone 

else who wants to get cancer?’ 

He rolled his eyes. ‘Okay, I’ve got the message, give me a break. Anyway, it was Bitter — 

you know, Edward Bitter. Hiding around the corner as if he couldn’t find the courage to 

come inside.’ 

‘Who?’ Karen frowned. 

‘The guy we called Bitter, surely you remember him? That kid who was so fucked-up in a 

million ways and everyone used to treat him like shit. The poor bastard, looking back now I 

feel pretty bad about all the things we did. I guess, because we all did them, it seemed okay.’ 

Simon tasted guilt and took a swig of his beer to wash it away. 

Karen was looking at him strangely. ‘No, you must be mistaken. It can’t have been him.’ 

Simon made a scoffing noise and said wryly, ‘It couldn’t have been anyone else. Even in 

the dark, and after all these years, he was unmistakeable. Besides, he introduced himself ... 

sort of.’ 

‘Then someone’s playing a prank on you. I don’t why, it’s not funny, but it can’t have 

been Bitter.’ 

Simon was confused by Karen’s adamant tone. ‘Trust me, it wasn’t a prank or anything. 

Why would anyone do that? It was Edward Bitter, clear as anything. He’s probably still out 

there, if you don’t believe me.’ Simon made a half-hearted attempt to get up off the mats, 

gesturing for Karen to follow him. Really, he didn’t want to lose this moment of small 

intimacy and he was glad when Karen put a hand on his arm, stopping him. 

She said flatly, ‘I don’t have to go outside, Simon. There’s no point, because Edward 

Bitter is dead.’ 

Something inside Simon went very cold. For an instant, his instincts took over all his 

emotions and he knew that Karen was telling the truth. Then common sense kicked in and he 

gave a rueful laugh. 

‘Ah ... maybe he’s going to be dead pretty soon, the way he’s chain-smoking out there, but 

I can assure you that Edward Bitter is sitting on a bench outside and we just had a chat. It 

can’t have been anyone else.’ 

‘And it can’t have been Bitter, Simon. I’m almost certain he’s dead.’ 

‘Oh right, now you’re almost certain he’s dead?’ 

‘Yes, I am,’ she snapped. ‘Maybe this is your idea of a joke? Like I said, it’s not very 

fucking funny.’  

Simon was startled by her sudden anger, although Karen was never shy to use profanity. 

She quite liked to shock people who didn’t expect it of her. It made him pause and study 

Karen closer. Now he saw how disturbed and upset she was, and even perhaps a little scared. 

He held up his hands in apology. ‘Look, I’m just as confused as you are. Making some 

sort of joke about it would never occur to me. I didn’t even know Bitter is dead. How ... how 

did he die? When?’   

Karen was chugging down her drink, looking like she wanted to get out of this 

conversation. To see this made Simon’s mood sink. She let out a gasp as she took the bottle 

away from her lips and spoke through a stifled belch. 

‘He — he was killed overseas in some kind of accident. One of those extreme destinations 

where no one in their right mind would go, climbing mountains and white-water rafting, shit 

like that. In fact, I heard he drowned. South America, I think. You were away yourself.’ 



 

 

Simon just couldn’t accept this. It had definitely been Edward Bitter talking to him 

outside. Mindful of upsetting Karen any further, he said carefully, ‘Maybe there was some 

kind of mistake? It was someone else?’ 

‘No, no mistake,’ she shook her head. ‘I’m sure of it. They didn’t recover his body, but it 

was Bitter.’ 

‘Then who the hell was—’ Simon stopped himself again, his hand raised to point towards 

the entrance. He let out a long breath. ‘I don’t know what to say. I’m just completely damn 

confused.’ 

‘Anyway, I’d better go and spread myself around a bit more,’ Karen said, shuffling herself 

off the mats. 

Alarmed by her sudden change of heart, Simon said quickly, ‘Oh, all right ... but can we 

catch up properly sometime?’  

Karen stood in front of him and gave Simon a drawn smile. ‘Sure, why not? Anything to 

get me out of the rental.’ 

‘You’re renting?’ 

She made a face. ‘I walked out on Phil, so I had to find somewhere to live. I should have 

kicked him out and got the house, but it wasn’t exactly a well-planned moment in my life.’  

‘So what’s your phone number?’ Simon scrabbled in his jacket.  

Karen took a mobile phone out from her shoulder bag and they went through the motions 

of texting each other to exchange numbers. Simon figured he had nothing to lose and asked, 

‘What about next week?’ 

‘If you like. Anytime except Wednesdays. That’s yoga night.’ 

‘Okay, great.’ 

She was edging away from him. ‘Don’t leave here tonight without saying goodbye, 

Simon.’ 

‘No, of course not. If I can fight my way through the crowd of admirers.’  

Karen was getting her self-assurance back. ‘I’ll always make room for you, Simon. I 

shouldn’t have to tell you that.’ She turned serious and frowned at him. ‘You’re ... okay, 

aren’t you, Simon? I mean, you’re quite well?’ 

It took him a moment to understand that Karen was perhaps suggesting he’d suffered some 

kind of hallucination, maybe drug-induced from some illicit or prescribed medication he was 

taking.  

‘Fit as a fiddle,’ he said, too surprised to be offended. ‘Even better when I give up 

smoking, right?’ 

‘Don’t let me down,’ she said, turning away with a wave. Simon didn’t know if she meant 

him quitting cigarettes, saying goodbye that night, or the invitation for the next week. All 

three, he decided. Karen Brooker didn’t like to be let down about anything. 

The mystery of meeting Edward Bitter outside whispered insistently in his head. It just 

didn’t make sense. 

Simon said aloud, ‘There’s an easy way to find out.’ 

He went outside, striding purposefully through the door and into the darkness. As he 

neared the alcove Simon began to falter slightly and he felt a tinge of apprehension curling in 

his gut. He didn’t know why. 

Simon was oddly relieved to find the place empty even though it didn’t help his case with 

Karen. He took out his phone and fumbled with it to activate the built-in torch. He shone it 

around seeing a square recess with benches on all sides, and a wall of lockers at the back. No 

one lurked in the corners. 

‘Well,’ Simon breathed, ‘that’s the end of that. Maybe all will be explained some other 

day.’ He switched the beam off and contemplated having a smoke while he was here. 



 

 

Normally he wouldn’t have to ask himself twice, but right now Simon didn’t feel 

comfortable — without putting a name to what troubled him.  

As he went to leave, a thought struck Simon and he turned the torch back on. Stooping, he 

examined the wooden bench where Bitter had sat and the paving stones underneath. 

There wasn’t a single cigarette butt. Not even any black smudge mark on the brickwork 

where a smoke had been ground out, then perhaps cleaned up afterwards. No trace that 

someone had been smoking, dropping the butts between their feet.  No sign at all of Bitter 

ever being here. 

Simon decided quickly, ‘You’re in the wrong place, you bloody idiot.’ He wasn’t 

interested in confirming this, instead hurrying back inside the hall with its bright, reassuring 

lights. 

*** 

Simon stayed another half-hour, wandering around the fringe of the crowd, talking to the 

occasional familiar face. Really, from a distance he was keeping sight of Karen and trying to 

decide whether it was worth trying to strike up another conversation. It was the kind of 

foolish thing he might have done as a teenager, pushing his luck and not being content with 

meeting her the next week. Feeling insecure about her agreeing to see him. Karen was being 

a social butterfly, flitting from group to group, a ready smile and some cheerful chatter 

always on her lips. Simon saw the men brighten at her approach, and the expressions of the 

women beside them were always a little strained. 

When Karen appeared by chance to confront Zach on his own, her mood seemed to 

change. They were both serious, discussing something, and when Zach’s furtive search of the 

room discovered Simon watching them from afar, Zach instantly turned on a wide grin, gave 

Simon a thumbs-up and mimed having a drink, asking if he was having a good time. Simon 

returned the gesture, but felt that joining them was the wrong thing to do even though he’d 

been waiting for just that sort of opportunity. 

Simon went to the bathroom and, finding it empty, spent a long time splashing plenty of 

water on his face in an attempt to wash away the slight dizziness of one drink too many. Then 

he went to the bar and bought a Coke, hoping the non-alcoholic drink and caffeine might 

likewise reduce the risks of driving home illegally. 

Sipping the Coke, he looked around and realised that Karen and Zach had left. The crowd 

was thin enough by now to see this easily. They were definitely gone from the hall.  

Immediately, thoughts of all kinds of conspiracies flooded Simon’s imagination, even 

wondering just why Karen’s marriage had failed and if Zach had any part of that. Then 

Simon pushed these all down, chiding himself for overreacting, figuring they’d slipped away 

without saying goodbye because he’d been in the bathroom and apparently left the hall 

himself. 

When Simon was sitting in his car, the window wound down as he took deep, cleansing 

breaths of the cold, wet air, he was feeling tired, somewhat flat, and also a little excited — if 

he dared allow himself admit — about seeing Karen again soon.  

He felt utterly at a loss about the strange encounter with the man calling himself Edward 

Bitter. There was nothing he could do about it.  

It was probably just one of those things that would never be explained. Certainly, it wasn’t 

worth worrying about. It wasn’t as if the ghost of anyone, let alone the unwelcome Edward 

Bitter, would bother attending a class reunion. 

The living hardly enjoyed these nights. The dead had a perfectly good excuse to stay 

away.  



 

 

FOUR 

The following evening, with dusk settling over the city, Simon was sitting on his balcony 

and having a cigarette. The weather was cold again, although not raining, and Simon was 

stoically telling himself that he wouldn’t stoop to smoking inside no matter how 

uncomfortable the outside air. It would take things a step too far, particularly after making 

rash promises to himself and Karen that he’d be quitting. Lighting up inside the apartment 

was akin to inviting the monster to stay for good. 

So he endured a cold wind that crept under his collar and numbed the tip of his nose, and 

steadfastly dragged on the cigarette as if he was enjoying a fine cigar. A tumbler of whisky 

was within reach beside the ashtray. 

Everything in view was immersed in the grey gloom that comes on the cusp of nightfall, 

the very last minutes of sunlight lingering uselessly, while the blossoming streetlights had no 

impact either. The harbour water was a dull green turning black, and only the brighter lights 

on the cityscape were becoming visible. From here he could look straight down the long road 

that eventually vanished into a murky shroud, coloured only by tiny spots of distant traffic 

lights. Both sides of the street were almost all apartment blocks similar to his own, 

interspersed with the occasional private house that had stubbornly resisted the developer’s 

temptations. To Simon’s left about two hundred metres away was a small park with a few 

scattered benches and a rotunda dedicated to someone he could never remember. It was the 

kind of place everyone insisted should be preserved, but no one seemed to use apart from 

brief, surreptitious visits by local dog owners. 

However, Simon spotted somebody sitting on one of the benches, a vague shape in the 

deepening shadows. More than the figure itself, Simon’s eye was attracted by the glowing 

prick of a lit cigarette — a fellow addict banished into the cold, no doubt — then the fleeting, 

bright trail of the smoke being dropped to the ground. It was followed by the flare of a match 

lighting another. A half-imagined glimpse of a thin, white face seemed to be looking his way. 

A sudden suspicion turned Simon’s stomach cold. 

It couldn’t be. 

It was ridiculous that Simon might identify anyone from this distance, especially in the 

failing light, but something about the figure and that habitual discarding of a butt at their feet 

before immediately smoking the next — it was almost like Simon was supposed to know 

them. To recognise them. 

He got up quickly, his plastic chair teetering a moment, and stood undecided. Simon 

couldn’t make up his mind if it was worth the effort, if he was over-reacting, or whether he 

even wanted to confirm his suspicions, because that threatened things were maybe getting a 

little weird. 

Then he surrendered to the impulse and rushed into the apartment, lost precious time when 

he remembered to scoop up his door keys from the kitchen bench as he passed, and ran into 

the hallway, slamming the door behind him. 

Simon jammed his thumb on the elevator and waited a half-second before pushing through 

into the fire escape exit. Even here in his comparative affluent neighbourhood the stairs were 

littered with rubbish and Simon had to be careful as he clattered ungainly downwards, one 

arm held out for balance, the other keeping hold of the clammy metal handrail. At the bottom 

he burst out of the building, crossed the thin strip of lawn and began running down the 

footpath. The slight incline made his footfalls heavy, jarring him. Simon’s heart was well and 

truly pounding, his breathing ragged, and his muscles ached already. Adventuring around the 

world had nothing to do with keeping fit and the last few hours of smoking and sipping 



 

 

whisky weren’t helping. He avoided a startled jogger coming towards him, and curious faces 

watched Simon from passing cars. 

By the time Simon reached the park he was wheezing and panting, staggering to a halt, his 

legs burning as he leaned on his knees, trying to suck in air. From somewhere close a horn 

tooted and somebody shouted raucous advice about giving up the drugs and booze. Simon’s 

vision swam a little and he needed to squint to see clearly. 

The park bench was empty. 

He groaned at the frustration and wasted attempt to hurry here. He pushed himself upright 

and looked around. There was nobody obvious. No solitary figure sauntering away having 

just left the seat. A couple hurried against the chill, a kid on a bicycle hopped on and off the 

kerb, an aspiring motocross star in the making. Simon swore and walked to the bench. 

Inspecting the trampled grass was pointless. It was covered in crushed cigarette butts. He 

collapsed onto the seat and held his head in his hands, again just hauling in oxygen. 

Jesus, I’ve got to start being more active or some damned thing, he thought, aware he 

must make a pathetic sight. 

The hairs on the back of his neck prickled and a cold feeling ran down his spine. It was so 

unexpected and alarming that Simon jerked off the bench and spun around, staring at it. 

There was nothing to see. But a nervous breath stayed locked in his throat, prepared as if he 

might have to cry out. To be scared for some reason. 

He let it out in a shaking sigh. ‘That’s it, I’m outta here,’ he said aloud. ‘That’s enough 

fucking exercise for one day.’ 

Simon tramped back up the hill to his apartment. It was almost more effort than the 

running. There was no way he would climb the stairs and he waited for the elevator which 

had obediently risen to his floor when he’d pressed the button earlier. Behind the polished 

aluminium door he heard the cables clank and moan. 

In his flat Simon tossed his keys onto a table, pulled a beer from the fridge and drank half 

of it in one go, the carbonation ripping at his throat. Then he went to the balcony door and 

leaned through to grab his cigarettes off the table — be damned to his own house rules, he 

could break them if he wanted. In the same movement Simon couldn’t resist staring a 

moment down towards the park which was now mostly obscured by the dark. The security 

lighting had long since been smashed by vandals. 

The benches and rotunda, becoming damp with dew now, reflected the passing cars and 

distant city lights. It was again impossible to be sure of anything. To tell if a miniscule, pin-

prick flicker of red was someone sitting down, smoking a cigarette. 

Perhaps somebody looking towards Simon’s apartment. 

*** 

    Simon felt a strange mix of emotions as he sat on a stool with his laptop on the kitchen 

divider. He lit another cigarette and topped up his whisky while the computer booted up. As a 

concession to the smoke he flicked on the range hood exhaust fan.  

He was intrigued and concerned, perhaps even a little apprehensive about something he 

wasn’t prepared to put a name to, and annoyed at himself for letting all these thoughts get 

under his skin. The best thing to do was get some facts straight. 

First, he did a normal Facebook search for Edward Bitter and was surprised to find it 

wasn’t such an unusual name, but hey, the world was a big place. However, none of the 

results came up with his troubled classmate. Either the profile pictures confirmed this, or the 

personal information was too far from a match. It didn’t mean Bitter wasn’t a Facebook user. 

Instead Bitter might prefer to use an alias and anonymous email account, a notion that was of 



 

 

no help to Simon. As someone who hadn’t been popular, it kind of made sense Bitter might 

hide behind an avatar and avoid his past. 

Next, Simon began searches based on Bitter’s name and with keywords such as “accident” 

and “killed” to see if he might stumble across some reference to Bitter’s death. It would 

hardly have been front page headlines, but sometimes an Australian fatality overseas was 

worthy news, particularly in unique circumstances such as Karen described, as part of some 

sort of extreme adventure holiday. 

Again, there was nothing. However, people died in exotic places every day and it didn’t 

rate a mention. 

Another half an hour was lost as Simon followed possible links, got side-tracked, and tried 

some slightly crazy theories that might have revealed Bitter’s whereabouts. The internet, the 

fount of all information, had nothing to say about his Edward Bitter. 

Frowning, Simon tapped his fingers on the bench top as he thought, then swore noticing a 

half-dozen butts were crushed in the ashtray. Give himself an inch and he’d taken a tobacco 

mile.  

He remembered something Bitter, or whoever it was, had said outside the school hall. That 

he’d been there before. 

Pulling a face at what this needed, Simon scrolled through his emails to Annette Berring’s 

invitation with her phone number in the signature. 

She answered his call cautiously, like someone who didn’t recognise the incoming number 

and maybe thought it was a little late for her phone to be ringing. 

‘Hello?’ 

Simon put on his most cheerful voice. ‘Hi, Annette. It’s Simon — Simon Hall. Sorry to 

call out of the blue like this.’  

‘Oh, Simon. How are you? How lovely to hear from you.’ 

She immediately burst into a conversation about the reunion and how successful it had 

been, rattling off names and stories at a breathless pace that only gave Simon the opportunity 

to make agreeing noises and nod, for what that was worth. It was some time before he finally 

managed to get in more than a few words. 

‘I called, because I meant to ask you something, Annette.’ 

‘Ask away, you know I’ve got my finger firmly on the pulse of everything.’ She trilled a 

laugh. 

‘Did you invite Edward Bitter?’    

The silence was brief, but telling. ‘Who?’ 

‘Edward Bitter — well, we all just called him Bitter. Surely you of all people must 

remember him, Annette? You remember everyone.’ 

As Simon intended, it challenged her pride. She said quickly, ‘Of course, I remember him 

now. You confused me calling him Edward. But there wouldn’t be much point in inviting 

him, would there? I mean, he’s ... no longer with us.’ 

Simon decided to lie and pretend to be puzzled. ‘What do you mean?’ 

‘Hasn’t anyone told you? Bitter was killed in some accident on the other side of the world. 

In the middle of a jungle, or something. No one’s quite sure what happened.’ 

Simon allowed for an appropriate moment of shock, clicked his tongue and sighed. ‘That’s 

terrible, Annette. I had no idea. How did he die?’ 

Her reply was hesitant. ‘I’m afraid I couldn’t tell you the details.’  

‘Really? So nobody knows anything for certain? Are you even sure he’s dead? Maybe 

there was some sort of mistake?’ 

Annette’s sudden suspicion was clear over the phone, and it let her stop being so 

defensive. ‘Why would you say that? No, I doubt there was any mistake. Why are you asking 

all this, Simon?’ 



 

 

‘I ... was thinking about him the other night during the reunion and how badly we all 

treated him, that’s all. I figured he was due an apology or at least a friendly handshake.’ 

‘That’s a nice thought, Simon,’ she said, somehow including herself in the sentiment. ‘But 

unfortunately a little too late.’  

‘I guess so.’ He blew out his cheeks in another sigh she would hear. ‘But you invited him 

before that, right? You always invited everyone from the class, didn’t you?’ Again, it was 

meant to needle her pride. 

‘Of course, Simon. You needn’t worry that I made every effort to make Bitter feel 

welcome. You’re right, there were some days when we were all rather cruel to him. It’s just 

very sad that we won’t have an opportunity to mend those bridges.’ 

‘Right ... okay, I suppose not. But look, can you give me any contact details you had 

anyway? It might put me in touch with his family. I’d like to make an attempt at something.’ 

Annette cut him off. ‘No, I don’t have anything. I’m sorry.’ 

‘Seriously? But you’re like the unofficial class historian who knows everything. Can’t you 

dig around in your archives? I’ll bet you’ve even seen my last tax return.’ Simon’s joke fell 

flat. 

‘I had one of those damned computer viruses,’ she explained tightly. ‘It completely wiped 

all my records. Ruined everything.’ Then she became softer. ‘Bitter wasn’t high on my list of 

people to reconnect with, do you know what I mean?’ 

‘Yes, I understand,’ Simon said, although he didn’t understand at all. Nothing about this 

conversation was easy to understand.  

They lapsed back into pleasantries and the usual promises to stay in touch. Annette 

seemed glad to end the call. It might have been Simon reading too much into everything.  

He poured another whisky, which he convinced himself was his last for the night, then lit 

yet another cigarette that was definitely his final smoke that evening, and pondered what he’d 

learned in the last hour. 

Perhaps someone was playing nasty games, and all the signs pointed to Edward Bitter. 

He’d possibly survived some accident and returned unnoticed when everybody thought he 

was killed. But then he’d hatched a plan of petty revenge against his old school mates? A 

Halloween-style prank to scare some of them? 

Simon’s phone rang and he did a double-take at the caller ID. It was Karen. 

‘Hey Karen,’ he answered, trying to sound cool. With a sinking heart Simon figured she’d 

found an excuse to cancel their upcoming get-together. 

‘Simon?’ Her voice sounded very small. 

‘Sure, it’s me. Can you hear me?’ 

‘Simon? Yes, yes I can hear you. Simon, you were right about Bitter. I—I’ve just seen 

him standing outside in my street, watching my windows.’ 

It took a moment for him to understand. 

‘Well, there you go, the mystery’s solved,’ Simon said, although he felt a twinge of 

dismay at Bitter’s behaviour. ‘He’s probably just dragging up the courage to knock on your 

door — but don’t let him in, if you’re not comfortable. I told you it was him I spoke to, I 

knew I was right.’ 

‘I believe you, I know it was Bitter now,’ she said in a strange voice. ‘At the same time, I 

know without doubt he’s dead.’ 

  



 

 

FIVE 

In any other circumstances Simon would have looked for the joke, the black humour or 

cynical slight at Bitter’s expense. Except it wasn’t Karen’s style. More important, Simon had 

to consider that he’d just chased down an imagined wraith on a park bench. It was hard not to 

wonder again if someone, or something, was insinuating itself into their lives. In that moment 

Simon had no answers, not even the beginning of any possibilities that might explain things, 

so despite the icy fingers that seemed to clench inside him Simon stuck with reality. He held 

onto common sense, although it was with a tenuous grasp. 

He asked Karen, ‘I don’t understand, are you saying there was some kind of accident 

outside your house? Involving Bitter? And now he’s dead? Have you called the police? Is 

anyone checking if he’s—’ 

Karen’s voice trembled with fear and impatience at Simon. ‘No, he’s been dead for years, 

Simon. You’re not listening to me. I just saw a ghost. I saw Edward Bitter standing in the 

shadows and watching my place, like he’s thinking about coming inside. It was him, and I 

know he’s dead.’ 

Simon sensed that Karen was on the edge of breaking down completely. She sounded 

tightly wound up, maybe about to snap into hysteria. He didn’t want to trigger that by 

insisting she had to be mistaken somehow and that at the very least it couldn’t be some kind 

of otherworldly spirit. Still, at the same time Simon needed to deny it somehow, to calm 

Karen down. Make her feel safe. 

‘Look — Karen ... I just spent a lot of time trying to track down what happened to Bitter 

and really, nothing’s conclusive,’ he said, thinking, and I ran down the street and nearly gave 

myself a fucking heart attack, because I thought Bitter was out there on a park bench and 

watching me. Simon wasn’t going to tell her about that. He couldn’t explain it, and it would 

only complicate things. ‘There’s no concrete proof that he was killed overseas. I’m starting to 

think there was some kind of silly mistake and he’s come back, and kept a low profile 

because ... well, perhaps he saw a chance to start over or something.’ 

He could almost hear Karen shaking her head. ‘No, he’s dead. I’m absolutely sure of it. 

And now I’m frightened, Simon. Really frightened, because I saw him outside. I just don’t 

know what to do, what to say. It was such a shock.’   

Simon asked her without thinking, ‘Was he smoking?’ 

The question surprised Karen. ‘What? Was he what?’ 

‘Smoking? A cigarette?’ 

‘Of course he was fucking smoking, Simon! Bitter was damned-near a chain-smoker. 

That’s how I saw who it was — his face was lit by a match or ... or a lighter, or something.’ 

She was close to tears. 

‘Alright, alright, but how can you be so sure Bitter’s dead, Karen? Because I couldn’t find 

anything for certain. And these days with the internet and shit ...’ he shrugged although she 

couldn’t see it. 

Karen hesitated and said quietly, ‘Can you come over? I don’t want to be alone, and I’ll 

explain something to you. There’s no one else who’ll understand—’ The way she stopped 

made Simon suspect there was somebody else she could call, but that person wasn’t the best 

option. He resisted asking her who. Besides, although the situation was bizarre, it was an 

invitation that made his heart trip a moment. 

‘Damn, ah ...’ he said, fighting foolish ideas with the stab of an unwelcome truth. 

‘What?’ she asked. ‘What’s wrong?’ 

‘Nothing, except I’ve been drinking,’ he admitted. ‘I don’t think I can drive.’ 



 

 

‘Well, for God’s sake get a taxi,’ Karen said, then pleaded, ‘Please, Simon. I need 

someone here with me, I’m scared out of my mind. Jesus, I’ll pay for the fucking fare.’ 

‘N0—no, it’s okay. I’m not thinking straight, that’s all. What’s your exact address? I’ll be 

there as soon as I can get a cab.’ 

She told him and urged Simon to hurry. He ended the call and rang a taxi firm, then sent a 

text to Karen with a guess how long he would be. He added that she should make sure her 

doors were locked. 

That didn’t make much sense if Edward Bitter was dead, but Simon was still hanging on 

to the hope this was all some kind of wild misunderstanding. They were dealing with 

something, or someone, who could be stopped by a locked door.   

*** 

It was meant to be an urgent rush across the city to save Karen from God-knew what evil 

outside her apartment, but Simon couldn’t resist telling the cab driver to detour through a 

drive-in liquor store where he bought two bottles of wine and a six-pack of beers. He was 

already slightly dizzy with alcohol, but figured a strange night was still in front of him and 

drinking was going to be a help. Besides, hell — he wasn’t driving, right? He might as well 

make the most of it. 

Not to mention a bit of Dutch courage to confront any chain-smoking ghosts. 

Seeing the shuttered case of cigarette products, on an impulse Simon told the liquor store 

attendant, ‘And a packet of classics.’  

That was it. He’d bought his first pack of smokes in Australia. The rot had well and truly 

set in. There was a pack left behind on his balcony, deliberately so he wouldn’t smoke in 

front of Karen, and he’d lasted all of ten minutes.  

Karen was living in a ground-floor apartment of an older, but exclusive and expensive, 

block of flats. She may have left her husband and gotten the worse end of the deal, but she 

was hardly homeless.  

After Simon knocked on the front door she opened it quickly and enveloped him in an 

awkward hug, the bottles of wine and beer trapped between them. 

‘Thank God you came,’ she said, then shifted slightly to peer nervously over his shoulder 

into the shadows. 

‘Where was he?’ Simon asked, trying to see where she was looking. 

‘Just under those trees, but he’s gone. Nobody’s there. Come inside, I’d still rather be 

behind a locked door.’ 

‘If he’s a ghost, does it make a difference?’ Simon asked, trying for a calming smile and a 

poor joke. He let her drag him inside. 

‘I don’t know, but for now he’s outside,’ she said shakily. ‘Maybe there’s something 

stopping him coming in.’ 

During the cab ride over Simon had imagined and practised several opening lines that he’d 

deliver once he was inside. Careful, neutral things that stayed well away from any hint that, 

despite the frightening circumstances that brought him here, this was something he’d 

dreamed about many times. Being invited into Karen’s home, maybe asked to stay. The 

beginnings of a long-held fantasy. 

The reality dulled his fanciful dreams.  

The apartment was furnished as if Karen had spent a haphazard hour in Ikea, buying the 

bare necessities along with hasty choices of decorations to make some kind of a home. 

Framed pictures on the wall were cheap prints in pine frames, and the candles and knick-

knacks spread around were like disposable, shop window-front props. Karen had only socks 

on her feet, and was dressed in faded, tight jeans and a long-sleeve, wide-necked tee-shirt that 



 

 

hung off one shoulder — a look she could always get away with intentionally or not — but 

her unkempt blonde hair, the dark circles under her eyes and the lack of any make-up said 

that Karen didn’t care for her appearance. Impressing Simon wasn’t on her mind. 

Added to the pall of quiet desperation filling the room, it was a far cry from any of 

Simon’s romantic delusions. 

‘Give me those,’ she said, taking the drinks. Simon stopped her long enough to rip one of 

the beers from the cardboard holder. He was about to offer her one or suggest she open one of 

the reds, but he spotted a large wine glass half-filled on the bench top. After putting the beers 

in the fridge she scooped it up and ushered Simon to sit with her on a two-seater lounge. A 

television amidst an untidy tangle of cables was off, and there was no music. Simon felt 

exposed in the silence. 

Their thighs were touching as Karen looked into his eyes, her expression one of innocent 

gratitude. For an instant Simon thought, She’s always been good at this, putting on an act. It 

was unfair. Things were more than a little crazy. This wasn’t a time for playing stupid games. 

She said, ‘I can’t thank you enough for coming over like this. I’ve—I’ve had time to think 

since he’s ... disappeared again, and I feel foolish now, but God I was so scared.’ 

Simon gave her his best crooked smile. ‘The suit of shining armour is in the drycleaners, 

and I had to leave my horse in the back yard, but I came anyway.’ 

She surprised him by saying, ‘Do you believe me?’ 

‘About Bitter?’ He stalled for time. ‘Look, I saw him at the reunion, and you’ve seen him 

in the street here ...’ He didn’t mention perhaps seeing Bitter on the park bench. ‘So, of 

course, I believe you. I just don’t know what we’re seeing. I’m guessing it’s some kind of 

sick joke. Christ knows why anyone would think it might be funny. But like I told you, I 

nearly broke the internet trying to find something on Bitter’s death and didn’t come up with a 

damned thing. I think he’s alive and taking out some sort of childish revenge. I know that 

sounds crazy, but you couldn’t blame him for having an enormous chip on his shoulder when 

it comes to us.’ 

Karen quickly reached out and squeezed Simon’s leg above his knee, a familiar touch 

meant to reassure him or maybe stop him pulling away. Then she snatched her hand back and 

nervously tucked a loose strand of hair behind her ear. 

‘No, Simon. He’s dead, I’m sure of it. There’s no doubt.’ She hid behind sipping her glass 

of wine. 

He said gently, ‘You keep saying that. Why?’ 

She let out a shaking sigh, still not looking at him. ‘Because we killed him — well, we as 

good as killed him. We were there. He hung himself in the high school gymnasium.’ 

In the silence that followed Simon could feel his pulse throbbing at his temples. His 

fingertips tingled and his lungs ached until he realised he needed to breathe, to stay 

composed.  

‘Are you sure?’ he asked, instantly regretting it. 

Her anger flashed. ‘What do you think? Of course I’m fucking sure. It was a corpse 

hanging from the basketball goal, not a bloody Christmas decoration.’  

‘All right,’ Simon held a hand up. ‘Jesus, give me a break. I’m just trying to get my head 

around this.’ He paused and took what he hoped was an easier path. ‘When? When did this 

happen?’ 

Karen told him, sullen, ‘It was just after you left to go overseas. The first class reunion 

after you’d gone. We couldn’t believe that Bitter turned up, and when he started asking after 

you and found out you’d gone away, things got even more awkward. It was like he’d made 

this big decision to come along and expected you’d be the one to get him through the night, 

but you weren’t there. He was ... pretty pissed off and became the same old Bitter. Angry and 

full of self-pity. No one wanted anything to do with him, he was so toxic. Then finally we all 



 

 

realised he had slipped away and thought nothing more about him. It was a bit of a relief at 

the time. He was dragging the whole place down.’   

Simon waited for her to go on, but Karen had taken another sip of her wine and was using 

this as an excuse to hesitate and wonder if she should say more. He said, ‘So, what happened 

next? It’s okay, I won’t tell anyone.’ 

After saying this, Simon was struck by the realisation that Karen must be keeping some 

sort of dread secret. He knew the story of Bitter being killed overseas was a kind of shared 

cover-up, because Annette Berring had told him something similar. 

‘We were lucky, sort of,’ Karen said, dropping to nearly a whisper. ‘Thomas Carnaby 

decided he wanted to go into the main gymnasium for a bit of reminiscing. He was quite the 

sportsman, remember? Played in just about every damned team the school had. Anyway, he 

found Bitter’s body.’ 

‘Why was that lucky?’ Simon frowned. 

‘Because he didn’t panic or start yelling his head off. Everyone would have found out 

about it otherwise. He just closed the door and came to get a few of us to help — to figure out 

what to do.’ 

‘What to do? Why the hell is that something you needed to figure out?’ Simon couldn’t 

keep the disbelief out of his voice. 

‘Well, I suppose Thomas started it. He’d just won pre-selection and was going to be 

running in the next election. He was really concerned that being connected somehow with a 

suicide like that would ruin everything for him. Of course, Annette was mortified her 

precious class reunion had been so spoiled, and ... and ...” She took a deep breath and sighed 

it out. ‘Okay, some of us were really drunk and a few had been passing around these big 

joints — and I think Kevin Wheeler had shared a bit of speed or something ... some kind of 

powder. We all decided that fucking Bitter and his party trick of killing himself was going to 

cause us all a lot of trouble we didn’t deserve, if we called the police. If we took care of 

things ourselves, who would really know? Bitter had no friends, none that we knew of, and 

no one would miss him. At worst, if someone asked, we’d just say he left the reunion and we 

never saw him again.’ 

There was a long silence. Simon rubbed at his face and tried to clear a fog of confusion 

and shock. Then he said in a matter-of-fact way, as if to say, there’s no point in holding 

anything back now, ‘What happened next?’ 

‘Zach came up with the idea of—’ 

‘Zach was there?’ 

Karen said wryly, ‘Of course, for some time now Zach’s been our go-to guy for fixing 

problems. Even you know that. That kind of clinched the whole thing too. Zach had all sorts 

of stuff going on and couldn’t afford to be connected to a scandal. He was pretty pissed off 

and would rather have gotten the hell out of there, but once we got him involved he came up 

with the all the answers.’ 

‘Who else?’ 

‘Remember Steven Wilson?’ 

‘Sure, but he wasn’t there the other night.’  

Karen ignored that. ‘Zach realised straight away we needed another guy to help get Bitter 

down. Steven owed Zach a few favours, so we quietly brought him in. I got the impression he 

didn’t have much choice, and he handled it okay.’ 

A lot of people owed Zach a few favours, Simon among them, and he wondered if he’d 

have been the one tapped on the shoulder and asked to cut a dead body down from a 

basketball hoop had he been there. Then again, if Simon had attended that particular reunion, 

according to Karen it was possible Bitter wouldn’t have hanged himself.  

Something occurred to Simon. ‘What were you doing there?’ 



 

 

‘You know me, Miss Busy-body who always wants to be the centre of attention all the 

time. Believe it or not, you learn to notice when something other than you is going on. I saw 

all this secretive whispering and that Zach and Annette were gone from the room, so I snuck 

out to see what was happening. I got more than I bargained for,’ Karen added bitterly. 

‘You got yourself dragged into the mess too.’  

Simon almost said, It would serve you right.   

Karen nodded. ‘Then Zach suggested we bury Bitter out in this pine plantation out past the 

western suburbs. Can you believe it? He owned shares in the timber company that ran the 

plantation and some report or other said those trees weren’t scheduled for harvesting for at 

least ten years. It would be ten years until anyone went near the place ...’ She shrugged at the 

obvious logic.    

‘Jesus, this is just blowing me away,’ Simon said, shaking his head. 

‘We all went,’ Karen went on as if he hadn’t spoken. ‘I don’t know why, except maybe it 

was like some strange pact. We had to take two cars, of course.’ This was said in an odd 

moment practicality. ‘We followed Zach out to the plantation — got lost a few times on the 

way and had to stop to work it out, because no one knew where we were really going. Christ, 

we were drunk and I think Steven was a bit stoned. Shit, we would have all been thrown into 

jail for that, let alone the fucking body in the back of Zach’s car. He’d stolen some shovels 

from the school’s tool shed and finally, well after midnight, we’re taking turns digging a 

bloody grave in the middle of a forest.’ She shuddered at the memory. ‘It was fucking insane, 

I know that now. At the time it seemed like a good idea, and once we started it was too late to 

change our minds.’ 

Simon tried to imagine the scene. It was too surreal. 

As if she read his mind, Karen said in a dull voice, ‘Annette and I didn’t do any digging, 

of course. We held the torches and helped scatter the leaves and shit afterwards. I remember 

Annette kept bursting into tears and wouldn’t hold her light still, and Steven got really angry 

and threatened to hit her with the shovel and put her in the damned grave as well. We were 

all on the edge of going mad. It was the most stupid, crazy, fucked-up thing to do, but like I 

said, it seemed like the best thing at first and once we’d started ...’ 

Karen wearily leaned back, closed her eyes and pressed herself against Simon’s chest. 

Automatically he draped his arm across her shoulder and pulled her close. In any other 

circumstances it would have been like an adolescent move in a movie theatre, the beginnings 

of making-out, the first signal that Simon could perhaps kiss her sometime soon. Even now, 

despite the shock of Karen’s story, Simon felt a momentary thrill at the small intimacy.  

She bit her bottom lip, stared into the distance and said, ‘And we got away with it. For a 

few days afterwards I was panic-stricken. Then it was a week and I was just kind of scared. 

After a month I began to believe we’d actually gotten away with it. No one had said a word, 

nobody came looking for Bitter. We didn’t have to worry about it ever again.’   

‘Until now,’ Simon said, reluctantly. 

‘Shit, yes ... until fucking now.’ Karen pinched the bridge of her nose and closed her eyes 

so tightly that her face quivered. 

Without thinking Simon kissed the top of her head, then they both sat in another silence 

with Karen lost in her memories and Simon trying to take it all in. Traffic rumbled in the 

distance and he heard the whooping of a police siren. Someone was having their night go 

sour on them. He thought, You think you’ve got it bad? 

Finally he said, ‘Okay, we need to think this thing through objectively. Try to figure out 

what’s going on. I reckon that I saw Edward Bitter the other night, and tonight you’re certain 

he was outside of here watching the apartment. But unless you’ve got some kind of really 

twisted sense of humour, by your account Bitter is definitely damned-well dead. So what did 

we see — who did we see?’  



 

 

‘It was a ghost,’ Karen said quietly. ‘We saw a fucking ghost.’ 

Simon shied away from that. He desperately wanted that to be the last answer. The final 

conclusion when nothing else was possible. 

‘No, let’s think of other possibilities. A twin brother maybe? Or an old friend who wants 

to play a prank?’ It was so clichéd Simon winced, but it was better than any ghost. 

Karen shook her head. ‘If he had a twin brother we would have met him. He’d have been 

in our class, for God’s sake. And he didn’t make friends. At least, no one who’d care to do 

something like this.’ 

‘All right,’ Simon conceded unhappily and grasped at another straw. ‘Look, maybe 

someone else saw what happened that night? How many people were there?’ 

Karen shrugged. ‘Maybe thirty people or more. I remember there were a lot of strange 

faces. Friends and family, I suppose. Annette had done some deal with a caterer and gotten a 

heap of free food. I guess a lot of folks saw a free meal out of it.’ 

‘Okay, so think about this — you, Zach and Thomas, hell even Annette, were all out of the 

room. That’s all the beautiful people gone missing. Maybe somebody else got curious just 

like you did and went snooping? They saw what was going on?’ 

‘And?’ Karen said, looking up at him from where she still nestled against his body. Simon 

had to ignore how close her lips were to his. 

‘They’re setting up some sort of blackmail. They know what you did, and now the time is 

right for extorting some money out of everyone. Shit, Zach’s a zillionaire and Thomas is a 

public figure. They’re ripe for picking when it comes to demanding money.’ 

‘It sounds a bit far-fetched,’ Karen said, half-hearted. ‘And why now?’ 

‘Now they need money, obviously. Something’s gone wrong and their finances have 

crashed. Maybe they’ve been away, overseas or something, and they haven’t had the 

opportunity until now?’ 

‘Like you,’ Karen said in an odd voice. 

Simon felt a flash of annoyance at her lack of gratitude. ‘Great, smart thinking. Of course 

it’s me. It’s fucking obvious, now that I think of it.’ 

‘You were the first to say you’d seen Bitter. Outside of the hall. And you’ve been away 

ever since it happened.’ 

‘Right, and I’ve come up with this brilliant plan to terrify you all into paying me a heap of 

money. Except I wasn’t even in the country when you all managed to drive Bitter into 

fucking hanging himself from a basketball goal—’ 

Simon felt Karen shake and heard a muffled sob. He tightened his grip around her 

shoulders and rested his cheek against her hair. 

He said softly, ‘Hey, hey, I’m sorry. Let’s back off a bit. We’re both completely spun out 

by this shit. The last thing we want to do is start snapping at each other.’ 

‘Yes, I know,’ Karen said, sniffing back tears and wiping at her face. ‘Wait a second.’ She 

got up, to Simon’s dismay breaking from his embrace, and went to the refrigerator to get him 

another beer and top up her wine glass. Sitting back down she wormed under his arm, 

encouraging him to hold her once more. Again, he felt the shiver of excitement at Karen’s 

familiarity and Simon couldn’t stop himself wondering just how far this might go. He forced 

himself to concentrate. 

Another idea came to him. 

‘Are you sure he’s dead?’ he asked again. 

‘Jesus, Simon, do I have to go through it all again?’ Karen was disappointed more than 

angry. 

‘No, that’s not what I mean. We’ve all heard those stories of people coming back to life. 

They’ve been declared dead, but come back to life on the mortuary table or in the back of an 

ambulance. How do you know that Bitter didn’t regain consciousness somehow? After you 



 

 

buried him? Maybe he dug his way out of the grave and came back? I know it sounds like 

something from a horror movie, but it’s possible, right? It’s got to be more possible than 

believing in ghosts.’  

She thought this through and sighed. ‘He was dead in the gymnasium, then he was in the 

boot of a car for almost two hours. It’s hard to imagine. If he’s revived somehow, surely he’d 

have shown some signs well before we started piling dirt on top of him?’ 

‘You’d think so,’ Simon agreed. ‘But I’m ready to start imagining just about anything. 

What about you?’ 

‘I suppose so,’ she said heavily. ‘But what can we do? How do we try and check if he’s 

alive? From the sounds of it, you’ve already looked everywhere. Bitter must have changed 

his identity completely ...’ She paused. ‘Jesus, can people even do that? In real life?’ 

‘I was kind of thinking about doing something different to making sure he’s alive,’ Simon 

said meaningfully. 

‘Like what?’ 

He gave her a wry look. It took her a moment to understand. 

‘Shit, Simon. You’re kidding, right? You’re not thinking we should do that.’  

‘Can you remember where he was buried? Even come close, so we can search around?’ 

She opened her mouth to reply, had second thought, and said with a guilty expression, ‘I 

know exactly where we buried him.’ 

‘Really? What, did you mark the spot?’ 

‘No, I marked it on my phone using GPS, and I’ve kept that data ever since.’ 

‘You what?’ 

‘I thought it was a smart thing to do, just in case.’ 

‘Just in case of what? God knows how many times you might have accidentally shared 

that information, or lost your phone—’ Simon was lost for words. 

She nearly snapped at him, saying, ‘Well, I didn’t exactly label it as “Edward Bitter’s 

unmarked damned grave” or anything. Just in case things went wrong and we had to ... you 

know, confess to everything.’ 

Simon read between the lines. If the whole sordid affair had gone bad and everyone found 

themselves in front of a police investigation, Karen was thinking that coming clean about the 

body’s location might gain her favour. It would be a matter of every man for himself, or in 

this situation every woman for herself. 

‘Right,’ he said. ‘So it won’t be too hard to go out there and have a look.’ 

‘After so long? Is it worth it?’ 

‘How should I know? I’m no expert on burying people in forestry plantations — that’s 

your speciality. But we need to try. I can’t think of anything else to do.’ 

She didn’t rise to his barb and nodded grimly. ‘Can we do it tomorrow? Are you busy? 

Get it done and out the way.’ 

‘Tomorrow night’s fine,’ he said unhappily. 

‘Tomorrow night?’   

‘We can’t do anything in broad daylight. What if someone sees us? At the very least it will 

be private property and we might get in a lot of trouble for trespassing. And we’d have to 

cook up some story to explain what we’re doing. No, we need to head out there in the late 

afternoon, wait until we’re sure none of the forestry workers are hanging about, and do a 

search.’ 

‘Shit.’ Karen ran a hand through her hair. Then she closed her eyes tight again and let out 

a noise of utter frustration and despair. ‘God, I can’t believe this is happening. That we’re 

talking about doing this.’  



 

 

Simon quietly figured that he had a lot more to complain about. He was getting 

increasingly caught up in this stupidity, becoming an accessory to hiding a dead body, and he 

hadn’t even been involved in the events on the night Bitter had died. 

‘Well, like you said, let’s get this part of it over and done with. Afterwards ... hell, I don’t 

what we do next.’ 

They sat in silence, both of them drinking.  

Karen said quietly, ‘You’ll stay the night, right?’ 

Simon’s breath caught in his throat. ‘Sure, if that’s what you want.’ 

‘This couch turns into a bed. It just kind of all ... folds out — I’ve never done it, but I 

know it does.’ 

‘Oh, good.’ It took an immense effort to keep the disappointment out of his voice. 

‘Or you could sleep with me ... just sleep, okay?’ 

‘I can behave myself,’ he said lightly, wondering how the hell he could do that without 

torturing himself. ‘I’m not that horny teenager anymore.’  

‘Then let’s have more to drink. I need something to help me sleep.’ She got up and again 

went to the refrigerator. She playfully pointed a finger at Simon as she searched inside it. 

‘And don’t get any ideas. A girl’s never too drunk to say no.’ 

‘How do you know I wouldn’t say no to you? If you asked?’ 

‘Sure, kick me when I’m down. My husband doesn’t want me either.’ 

Simon was about to say something like, who said I didn’t want you? He realised it risked 

falling into a silly mind-game that could get out of hand. He said, ‘Don’t be like that. Any 

red-blooded guy would crawl over broken glass to be with you.’ Simon was going to remark 

about her husband being mad, but his name slipped Simon’s mind and he figured it was 

incidentally a good thing.  

Karen gave him a grateful look as she returned with more drinks. 

They ended up watching some mindless television for a few hours and drinking too much. 

Finally Karen asked Simon to give her a few minutes of privacy to get ready for bed, saying 

she’d call him in. She walked unsteadily down a hallway. 

Simon waited anxiously, wondering if he was supposed to read all kinds of things into this 

invitation. What did she really want him to do? He took the opportunity to find a bathroom 

and returned to the lounge. 

Karen softly called, ‘Okay,’ and he made his way to the bedroom. Like the rest of the 

house it looked hastily furnished without any real warmth or appeal. Karen had the covers 

pulled up to her neck, watching him. 

‘Ah, hmm ...’ he said, trying to figure out how much he should undress, if at all. 

‘I’m not looking,’ she said, rolling over. 

Simon decided they were both adults and stripped down to his boxers. Climbing into her 

bed felt odd. Nothing was quite right, or perhaps again it was just the reality falling far short 

of his dreams. She turned back to face him. He realised the only light on was from his side of 

the bed. He reached out to switch it off and hesitated, asking Karen. 

‘Okay?’ 

‘Sure, because you’re here,’ she said. 

With a click the bedroom was turned completely dark. Karen had curtains drawn across 

the windows. Simon lay there a moment and felt the room spin a little, once more asking 

himself what in God’s name he was doing. He was startled to feel Karen move close and she 

kissed him awkwardly on the cheek. 

She said, ‘I know what you’re thinking. Not tonight, Simon. But maybe next time, when 

things aren’t so crazy.’ 

It actually wasn’t what he’d been thinking at that very moment, but no doubt questions 

about having sex wouldn’t have been far away. ‘Sure, don’t worry about it,’ he said lamely. 



 

 

‘I mean, really ... I understand.’ Here’s an idea Simon, just shut the fuck up before you say 

anything else dumb. 

‘Can you hold me?’ she asked. 

‘Of course, if you want.’ 

Karen turned her back and he snuggled against her, wrapping his arms over her stomach. 

Simon felt a tee-shirt against his chest and nothing underneath it. He panicked slightly that he 

might get an erection and upset Karen. He frantically began to occupy his mind — and 

imagining digging up a rotten corpse in the middle of the night was a perfect distraction.  

Karen said sleepily, ‘Do you think he’s out there now? Bitter?’ 

For a moment Simon thought she was talking about the forest, then knew she meant the 

street outside. 

‘No, not with me being here,’ he whispered, although it didn’t make much sense. 

‘Will you check?’ 

Again, Simon was mistaken for a few seconds, believing she wanted him to go outside and 

search the neighbourhood. Then he understood that her bedroom window faced the street. 

Hiding his reluctance he left the bed and pulled the curtain slightly aside, peering out. 

His cursory search changed to a chill of fear when the red pin-prick of a cigarette flared 

for an instant within the deep shadow of a kerbside tree. He couldn’t see anything else and 

Simon was certain he was only imagining the pale face watching him. 

‘Simon?’ Karen asked, getting worried. 

‘Nothing,’ Simon told her, with a huge effort keeping his voice calm. ‘Just making sure, 

that’s all.’ 

‘Come back to bed.’ 

Under the covers Simon pressed himself against Karen again, holding her. He hoped his 

breathing was steady and she couldn’t feel his thumping heart. 

Karen was quickly sleepy again and murmured, ‘Thanks, Simon. You don’t know how 

much I appreciate this. After all this time you’ve stayed a really good friend. I’ll make it up 

to you one day. Soon.’ 

Another vague promise. Simon asked himself how many more he’d hear before this 

foolishness was sorted out. 

As for Edward Bitter being outside, Simon sure as hell wasn’t going to go chasing anyone 

again. Not now. Besides, he figured, it was pointless. Bitter would vanish like he did from the 

park bench.   

At least, that’s what Simon convinced himself. 
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